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health district and was glad that after the interview I was not
faced with the decision of whether to accept the post.

The interview

The interviews are fairly standardised and as the candidates
are usually interviewed in alphabetical order I have had the
misfortune of always being the penultimate or last one inter-
viewed. Surely drawing lots for the order of interview would be
fairer ? While the interviews are taking place is a good time for
renewing acquaintances, picking up surgical gossip, and
studying the opposition. There is usually one person who
appears intent on digesting an impressive-looking book-though
no page is turned throughout the afternoon-and there is always
one who fills the room with tobacco smoke, much to the dis-
comfort of the rest. Conversation tends to be lighthearted but
each candidate noticeably quietens as his turn for interview
approaches. After it he visibly relaxes but after the final interview
the tension returns, conversation becomes more difficult, and
the consumption of cigarettes increases.

In my limited experience the members of the interviewing
panel have always been most courteous and the chairmen have
gone out of their way to settle the candidate. Interviews tend to
average 20 to 30 minutes each, though in one place no candidate
had longer than 10 minutes. It is remarkable that a job for the
rest of one's working life can be settled on such a short acquain-
tance, particularly as in this place there had been no previous
trial by sherry. In my first interview the professor of surgery on

the panel had to be awakened to question me. Perhaps his
embarrassment prevented him from looking at me throughout
his questioning. The questions are fairly standard-though one
friend was asked whether he was a homosexual, to which he
replied that he had not realised that it was de rigeur for the
appointment.

Courtesy to candidates

Several authorities do not acknowledge the receipt of appli-
cation forms, and some fail to inform candidates that they have
not been short-listed for interview. A little courtesy here would
relieve the suspense and save many telephone calls requesting
this information. Similarly, some authorities could be much
quicker in reimbursing expenses incurred in attending inter-
views.
Any selection procedure is open to abuse and criticism and

appointing consultant medical staff is no exception. It is some-
what reminiscent of an assault course and the more practice you
have at it the better you become. I hope that my comments
may be useful to the organisers of future appointments and to the
candidates about to embark on the course. Regrettably, there are
many who have had much more experience of this game than I
and to them may I quote Rex Lawrie's advice, which he regards
as infallible, "that the job they are eventually destined to get will
be better than all those they did not."

(Accepted 22_7une 1979)
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Washington, DC-Contemplation of the biological consequences
of low-level ionising radiation has become so frequently written
up that, in the United States anyway, average citizens are being
asked to consider their futures in terms of "person-rems."
While such a unit of extrapolation may be handy for bio-
statisticians, it saps the accompanying number of relevance to
the individual. Some opponents of nuclear power even suggest
the latter is the purpose of person-rems and other unvivid ways
of expressing risks and damage.
Two new reports along these lines have been released to the

public. Each is a portion of a larger report to be issued later.
Both bear directly on the kinds of events associated with the
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accident on 28 March at the Three Mile Island nuclear-powered
electrical generating station near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
Both were assembled and issued under the auspices of the US
National Academy of Sciences.

Reports on risks

One, subtitled "A Critical Review of the Literature," is
Risks Associated with Nuclear Power. It was undertaken as a
contribution to a huge and as yet unfinished study on nuclear
and alternative energy systems. The other is the report of the
committee on the Biological Effects of Ionising Radiation,
known as the "BEIR report," and first issued in 1972. This
1979 version holds to much of the "linear hypothesis" advanced
in 1972 to deny a threshold below which radiation doesn't
damage life. But the new report has also managed to alienate
several of its authors among the committee members because of
one aspect or another of that hypothesis.

Neither report, at least in the summaries issued thus far, has
material on the Three Mile Island mishap. The Risks report
contains one footnote, added in proof, specifically mentioning
that it was written before the accident. That footnote follows a
paragraph beginning: "As regards risks of reactor accidents, the
optimists cite some 200-300 reactor years of operation of
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commercial power reactors in the United States alone-plus
additional experience with naval reactors-without a significant
accidental release of radioactivity, much less an identifiable
injury to a member of the public; the pessimists point to the
conceptual possibility of an accident that will ultimately entail
many tens of thousands of deaths."

Risks accompanying nuclear-power production, in conditions
of less than catastrophic mishandling of the plant, are much the
same matters of concern that occupy the BEIR committee : low
level radiation. Hence before getting into the possible con-

sequences of "large unplanned releases of radioactivity," as the
Risks report puts it, a great deal must be reviewed about
radiation-effect measurement in various units of absorbed dose
(rad), roentgen equivalent in man (rem), the quality factor that
makes an exposure of 1 rem in x-rays climb to 10 rem if the
radiation is alpha particles from a radionuclide, and the import-
ance of the time over which a dose is delivered.
The Risks report, being a survey of published work, can

finesse the linear hypothesis problem-and does, by reporting
that various "respected" members of appropriate scientific
groups do and do not believe that the plot of radiation dose
against probability of carcinogenesis is a fairly straight line
down to the origin. Nevertheless, after some hemming and
hawing, the report tends to fix on "an augmented probability
for ultimate cancer death equal to 1/5000th the dose equivalent
in rem, if the body is uniformly irradiated and if one averages
over all ages and other vital factors in the US population."
Put another way, a fatal case of cancer is to be expected from
among 5000 persons exposed to a 1 rem whole-body dose of
radiation-that is to say, 5000 person-rem.

On that yardstick, say the authors of the Risks summary, the
natural background radiation in the US (cosmic-ray exposure,

rock emissions, and the like), plus the almost equal exposure of
the populace to medical irradiation, plus old fallout from
weapons tests, would be regarded as responsible for 7000 cancer

deaths of the yearly national total of 360 000. Those 7000 cancer

deaths are identified as "unrelated to nuclear power."
Assuming that nuclear power plants perk along uneventfully

until the end of the century, growing in number according to
projections that seemed likely until recently, the Risks report
provides figures that can readily be multiplied to form an

estimate that radiation from normal nuclear power plant
operation will cause 1950 cancer deaths in the last quarter of
this century. Indeed, one newspaper reporter made those
multiplications, rounded off the fatalities to 2000, and was

publicly rebuked by the chairman of the committee that issued
the Risks report-mostly for failing to point out that the death
rate was lower than that associated with generating electricity
from coal, and that the total US cancer deaths would be about
nine million by the year 2000.
One possible conclusion is that people who assess risks and

make projections about phenomena as little understood as the
biological effects of low-level radiation, must introduce so many

hedges as to make impermissible the examination of a single
consequence. The Risks report may, perhaps, be best excerpted
for its assessment of the risk of reactor accidents: "the one

whose range of uncertainty extends to the largest values. . .

Conflict of evidence

The BEIR report does not have to be so concerned with the
source of low-level radiation as with its effects. Rather oddly,
however, it pegs natural background radiation at 100 millirems
per year. The Risks report said it was 80 mrems. An interagency
task force of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
said in March that it was 130 mrems. Such are the figures with
which committees must deal.

For the risk of genetic effects of low-level radiation, the BEIR
group, even though using a new method of estimating, came up
with figures very similar to the 1972 report. One rem of parental
exposure throughout the general population in the first genera-
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tion is predicted to cause an increase of 5 to 75 additional serious
genetic disorders per million live births. A 1-rem exposure
received in each generation is estimated to result, at genetic
equilibrium, in an increase of 60 to 1000 serious genetic disorders
per million live offspring. The relative importance of this last
bracket can be gauged from.current estimates that the incidence
of serious human disorders of genetic origin is about 107 000
per million live births.
On somatic effects, the BEIR committee lost its cohesiveness

when it came to low-dose radiation that is also low in linear
energy transfer-low-LET-as x-rays are. The somatic effects
subcommittee seems to agree that the total carcinogenic effect
for high-LET radiation essentially is proportional to dose in
the low-exposure range. But, said a dissenting report by five of
the 16 subcommittee members, "in contrast, the dose-effect
relation for low-LET radiation is very unlikely to be linear" for
low doses. The majority of the BEIR panel members, said the
minority, was overestimating the cancer risk of low-dose low-
LET radiation by 10 times or more. "There is far too little
theoretical information to serve as a reliable guide for extra-
polation," said the minority.
What the minority was disagreeing with -were extrapolations

by the majority such as these:
(1) A lifetime risk of cancer incidence induced by low-LET

radiation in a single whole-body exposure to 10 rads is increased
1-2 to 4-5% of the naturally occurring rate for women, and
0-8 to 3-2% for men. The mortality rate for that exposure is
raised 0 5 to 2-7% for women, and 0-4 to 2-0% for men.

(2) A risk of cancer incidence from continuous lifetime
exposure to 1 rad per year poses an increase above normal of
8-4 to 32-60o for women, and 5-2 to 17-9% for men, with the
corresponding mortality estimates being 16-9% for women and
2-70o for men.
Most recently, the National Academy of Sciences has

acknowledged that "a restatement of a small portion of the
report may result in a more balanced expression of the differing
interpretations," which would seem to predict a rewrite of the
already released new BEIR report conclusions.

Studies at Three Mile Island

Meanwhile, in the real world of the citizenry, the accident at
Three Mile Island appears to have raised all sorts of issues. For
the two million residents within 50 miles of the plant, Govern-
ment officials are acknowledging the possibility of one "excess"
cancer death, which would seem to indicate a possibility of the
5000 person-rem condition having been fulfilled. Studies planned
for the area include a census of the 50 000 residents within five
miles of the plant, in an effort to identify people who were there
during the radioactive gas release, but have since left. A study
will also be made of pregnant women within 10 miles of the
plant, and of their infants during the first few months of life.
Another investigation will be made of the health of the plant
workers. The study expected to turn up some of the most
interesting information is to be conducted by the National
Institute of Mental Health: plumbing the strain on persons
living in fear of radiation exposure.
Some sequelae of the reactor accident are less grim: a Govern-

ment agency investigating the event reported that a plant
operator whose instruments should have indicated a lack of
cooling water couldn't see the instruments: he was "a big man
with a large belly that hung over the instrument panel." The
University of Mississippi supposedly found high levels of 22Na
in toads, frogs, and a deformed lizard taken from a site of
underground nuclear tests in that state during the 1960s. A
dozen families near the site were advised to leave their homes
-until it was discovered that a university petri dish was con-
taminated with radioactive sodium. The Tennessee Valley
Authority, a quasi-governmental agency whose power generating
stations include three fueled by uranium, announced that it
would subject the operators at those plants to intelligence tests.
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